International Management
MASTER OF SCIENCE

LEAD EXPERTLY IN A
GLOBAL BUSINESS WORLD
Today’s business environment is global
and interconnected—and increasingly
driven by data and technology. Our MS
in International Management program
prepares you for the unique challenges
of leading in this ever-shifting climate
by teaching you to manage global
and virtual teams, navigate cultural
differences, and understand global
business issues and supply chains.
Personalize your program.
Your core curriculum will focus
intensely on leadership skills, cultural
agility, and workforce management.
You’ll also customize your program
as you choose from 65+ eligible
D’Amore-McKim graduate elective
courses. This flexibility will help you
pursue the career path that excites
you most, whether it’s advancing your
position in your current industry or
reinventing yourself in a new field.
All your courses will be taught
with Northeastern’s signature
focus on the tech economy, giving
you a firm grounding in data and
analytical tools that elevates
you above the competition.
Power your learning with
experience. As a Northeastern
student, you can expect experience
to shape your learning every step of
the way—it’s what we do best! You
might take on a real-world consulting
experience in your field of choice.

Or apply for an elective course
abroad to immerse yourself in the
business practices and economy
of another country. You may opt to
serve as an advisor for a startup
with Northeastern’s student-led
venture accelerator. As you follow
your passion, you’ll find incredible
opportunities at every turn to
amplify your classroom learning.

TWO FORMATS
Full-time, 12 or 16 months
y F-1 visa compliant
y Great option for recent graduates
y Classes in evenings Monday—Thursday
y Starts in September
Part-time, 20 months on average
y Designed for working professionals
y Classes in evenings Monday—Thursday
y Up to two courses may be taken online
y Starts in September

A WORLD OF BENEFITS
Top-Ranked. Earn your MS in
International Management at a
U.S. university ranked in the Top
20 for international business
by U.S. News & World Report.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS YOU’LL GAIN

World-class faculty. Your
professors are highly respected
experts in the fields of international
business and strategy.
Corporate partnerships. Global
business leaders shape our curricula,
lecture, lead workshops, and recruit
our outstanding graduates.
Global alumni network. Our 50,000+
alumni—founders, partners, directors,
managers, and entrepreneurs—truly
enjoy giving back to our community.
Personalized career management.
Whether your goal is to lead at
the highest levels in your current
industry or thrive in a new field,
your dedicated career advisor will
be your partner throughout your
master’s degree and afterward.

y Analytical and critical thinking
y Leadership and global
team management
y Appreciation for cultural diversity
y Cross-cultural communication
methods
y Resilience

I developed the skills to
be more resilient and
creative. My graduate
project-based work
allowed me to apply my
knowledge right away.”
Stephanie Manna,
MS in International Management’20

LEARN MORE AND APPLY

gradbusiness@northeastern.edu

northeastern.edu/getmymsim

617.373.5992

Northeastern’s D’Amore-McKim School of Business prepares
people and organizations to thrive in a global business
environment of rapid-fire change driven by converging digital
technologies. The school develops leaders and innovators
who are proficient in human, data, and technological literacies;
global in outlook and entrepreneurial in mindset; and invested
in lifelong learning for themselves and their teams.

Founded in 1898, Northeastern is a global research university
and the recognized leader in experience-driven lifelong learning.
Our world-renowned experiential approach empowers our
students, faculty, alumni, and partners to create impact far
beyond the confines of discipline, degree, and campus.
Our locations—in Boston; Charlotte, North Carolina; London;
Portland, Maine; San Francisco; Seattle; Silicon Valley; Toronto;
Vancouver; and the Massachusetts communities of Burlington and
Nahant—are nodes in our growing global university system. Through
this network, we expand opportunities for flexible, studentcentered learning and collaborative, solutions-focused research.
Northeastern’s comprehensive array of undergraduate
and graduate programs—in a variety of on-campus and
online formats—lead to degrees through the doctorate in
nine colleges and schools. Among these, we offer more
than 195 multi-discipline majors and degrees designed
to prepare students for purposeful lives and careers.

